INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In this paper we consider an M/G/k queueing system -that is a system in which customers arrive in accordance with a Poisson process having rate I , and are serviced by one of k servers, each of whom has service distribution G . Upon arrival a customer will either enter service if at least one server is free or else join the queue if all servers are busy. Our results will be Independent of the order of service of those waiting in queue as long as it is supposed that a server will never remain idle if customers are waiting. To facilitate the analysis, however, we will suppose a service discipline of spent waiting in queue by a customer -call it W n . This is done by means of an approximation assumption presented in Section 2, which is shown to be asymptotically valid both in heavy and in light traffic. In Section 3 the approximation assumption is used to derive an approximation for W . Numerical i comparison with tables given by Hillier-Lo in the special case of Erlang service J times indicate that the approximation, which depends on the service distribution
•J only through its first two moments, works remarkably well.
In addition, as a by-product of our analysis, we also obtain approximations for the distribution of the number of busy servers and the mean length and number of customers in a busy period. These latter approximations depend on the service distribution only through its mean.
In Section 4 we show that the approximation assumption is valid and leads to the exact result in the case of a limited capacity system where no queue is allowed to form. • ii-i ■■■ iif. rni II Similarly by supposing that each customer pays $1 per unit time while waiting in queue, we obtain from (1) that
Also, if we suppose that each customer in the system pays $x per unit time whenever its remaining service times is x , then (1) yields that 
work In the system as seen by an arrival; and P , the probability that an arrival finds 1 people presently In the system.
As a result of the above we may write Equation ( We shall make the following approximation assumption.
Approximation Assumption:
Given that a customer arrives to find i busy servers, 1 > 0 , then 
Additional heuristics for the A.A. follows from the fact that it is
known to be (exactly) true when no queue is allowed (see Section 4), To obtain E[R] we condition on B , the number of servers that are busy when the customer arrives. ( 
E(R] = E[E(R/B'.] E[B -6(B,k)] |^g| where the last equation follows from the A.A., and the fact that J xdG (x) ( E(S ]/2E[Sl . Since E[B] = XE[S] from Equation (2), we obtain that

6) W Q 2E[S](k -XE[S])
iÖ Thus we need P. . To obtain the probability distribution of the number of busy servers we impose the following fictitional cost structure -namely that the i oldest customers in the system pay $1 per unit time, i " 1,2, ..., k , where the age of a customer is measured from the moment it enters the system. Hence, letting S ,S^, .... S^ denote k -1 Independent random variables each having distribution G we obtain from Equation (5) that To simplify the set of Equation (7) we will need the following lemma. 
--... Hence,
and our approximation for W is thus given by
In the special case of two servers, k = 2 , we have that .000319
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NO QUEUE ALLOWED -ERLANG'S LOSS FORMULA
In this section we suppose that arriving customers that find all servers busy are lost to the system. In this case It Is known (see [6] 
